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1 Introduction	

1.1 AID	iOS	App	Overview	

The Automatic Injury Detection (AID) system can send an emergency alert through an Apple 
iPhone using the AID iOS App. The app is available on the iTunes app store and can be found by 
searching for ‘Automatic Injury Detection’.  

The Apple iPhone does not allow for automated text messages that are sent directly to other 
smartphones so the AID emergency notification must be sent to an Internet location for 
distribution as a text message (or other data format) to other smartphones/recipients.  

The app supports that function and there are various options for the Internet server that must 
distribute the notification. 

 

 
Figure 1 AID iOS App System Diagram 

 

1.2 AID	Emergency	Alert	Notification	Options	

The AID system, when used with an Apple iPhone, must include an Internet server and 
application that can interpret the emergency alert from the iPhone and distribute it accordingly. 
We currently support two web-based applications that can manage the emergency alert 
information: 

Twilio (www.twilio.com): Twilio is a third-party service that allows the customer to create a 
Programmable SMS account. The cost is $1 per month for the account and includes a unique 
phone number that will be used to send the emergency alerts. (Each emergency alert sent by the 
Twilio Programmable SMS program will cost less than one cent.) The AID iOS app has a login 
and settings so that emergency alerts can be routed through the Twilio account to reach your 
desired recipients.  
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DataSoft Firebase: This (no cost) web-based application allows the customer to create and 
manage their department iPhone (and other) users. To simplify the process of using Twilio, the 
Firebase application will allow the customer to define administrators and the Twilio account 
settings. Firebase will also ensure that the AID app continues to be active on each registered 
iPhone. The Apple iOS does not automatically restart the AID app when the phone is rebooted. 
For that reason the Firebase account will check each phone every 15 minutes to make sure the 
AID app is active and notify the user if it has been deactivated. 

DataGate: The DataGate software, an IP data routing and mapping application, from Datalink 
Systems is supported by the AID iOS app. The user can identify their phone and DataGate port 
so that the emergency alert gets sent to the users DataGate software – the emergency alert can be 
displayed on the WebGate mapping application and/or routed to other devices (e.g. smartphone, 
PC terminal, radio) via text, data string or email. 

User Defined Internet Server: The customer may choose to use their own Internet 
server/application for the routing of AID iPhone emergency alerts. The CAD system used by 
dispatch may natively support the functions or it may be possible to develop the capability on the 
user network. This can eliminate the need to use a third-party solution but may require an update 
to the AID app depending on the required protocol. 
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2 AID	iOS	Administrator	Set‐Up	for	Twilio	and	Firebase	
An administrator for the department must create and fund a Twilio Programmable SMS account 
and, within Firebase, create a department structure to manage and approve users.  

2.1 Twilio	Programmable	SMS	account	

A Twilio account will enable the department to automatically send AID iOS app emergency text 
messages to desired recipients. Follow these steps to set up the account: 

1. From a web browser, go to www.twilio.com 
2. Select the ‘sign up’ option and enter the adminstrator name, department name, email, and 

password. 
3. After verifying your account set-up (via mobile text from Twilio), choose to ‘Get a 

number’. Twilio will assign a unique phone number for your department. 
4. Verify the account set-up by entering your mobile number. Twilio will send a verification 

code for completing the account set-up. You can now test the service through Twilio or 
through the AID iOS app but the message will only be sent to the administrator mobile 
phone.   

5. You need to upgrade the account in order to send text messages to multiple mobile 
numbers. From the Twilio ‘Dashboard’, select the ‘Upgrade’ option and enter funds into 
the account to support the full functionality. The $1 per month service is sufficient but 
each text message will cost a fraction of a penny. So, fund the account with $20 or more 
for the monthly fee and according to the number of text messages that will be sent via 
testing and actual AID emergency alerts.  

2.2 Firebase	Set‐up	

The Firebase account is required to manage the iOS app and approve users.  

1. SES/DataSoft must set up the initial department with the name and one or more email 
addresses of the administrator(s). 

2. From a web browser, go to https://automatic-injury-detection.firebaseapp.com/ and fill 
out the form. 

3. Once the account has been created, a confirmation email will be sent automatically to the 
administrator. From that email, select the ‘confirm’ URL to verify the account. 

4. Return to https://automatic-injury-detection.firebaseapp.com/ and refresh the webpage.  
5. Select ‘ADMINISTRATORS’ from the top menu bar and add new administrators as 

desired. 
6. Select ‘SETTINGS’ from the top menu bar and enter the departments Twilio account 

settings: 
a. Twilio Account ID (found at www.twilio.com/console as the ‘account SID’) 
b. Twilio Phone Number (found at www.twilio.com/console/phone-

numbers/incoming 
c. Twilio Token (found at www.twilio.com/console as the ‘auth token’) 
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3 Using	the	AID	iOS	App	
Search for ‘Automatic Injury Detection’ in the iTunes App Store and choose to install and run 
the AID app. 

3.1 Create	User	Account	

The first step with the AID app is to create a user account. The Sign-In screen will appear first. 
Select the ‘+’ symbol to create the new user account. Enter the user name, email address, 
password and department name. 

Note that the department name must match exactly the department name used by the 
administrator within Firebase. 

When finished entering the new user information, select ‘Create’ 

 
Figure 2 Create New User 

Creating a new user will automatically send an email to the administrator for confirmation.  The 
administrator must approve you as a user before the AID app will properly send the emergency 
alerts (but the other functions within the AID app can be used in the meantime). 
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3.2 Selecting	the	AID	Sensor	to	Pair	to	the	iPhone	

From the main screen of the AID app, select the ‘+’ symbol to add/pair an AID sensor. The list 
of available AID sensors will be displayed. Select the desired AID serial number from the list 
and then the ‘Connect’ function in order to pair to that sensor. 

 
Figure 3 Select AID Sensor to Connect 
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3.3 Pairing	the	AID	Sensor	to	the	iPhone	

Once the desired AID sensor has been selected, the AID app will ask whether the sensor should 
be set as the Front or Back panel. If the sensor will be worn in the front of the vest, select ‘Front 
Panel’. If the sensor will be worn in the back of the vest, select ‘Back Panel’. Once paired, the 
status of the selected sensor will appear on the main screen as pictured below. If the sensor has 
not been pierced, the ‘Upper Portion’ and ‘Lower Portion’ of the sensor will display a status of 
‘OK’. 

Repeat the process (starting with the + symbol) to add the second sensor.  

Unpair from one or both of the sensors by selecting the trash can icon.  

 
Figure 4 Set Front and Back AID Sensors 
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3.4 Configuring	the	Settings	

From the main screen of the AID app, select the ‘Settings’ menu option.  

3.4.1 General	Settings	

Geofence Radius: The AID app sends a location from the smartphone immediately when an 
injury event occurs. The app will automatically send updated location alerts if the accuracy of the 
smartphone location improves or moves beyond the radius value entered in this field. In other 
words, an updated location alert will be sent whenever one of the following occurs: 

 The accuracy of the GPS location on the smartphone improves over the initial location 
 If the current position moves outside the original accuracy boundary 
 If the location changes more than the radius value (e.g. the person moves).  

Select ‘Geofence Radius’ to change the radius value. 

e-Mail Address: Displays the email address used for login (no data entry allowed) 

 
Figure 5 Settings 

 

3.4.2 DataGate	–	Datalink	Setting	

Selecting the field labeled ‘Disabled’ will change the entry to ‘Enabled’ and allow the user to 
send the AID emergency alert data directly to the users Datalink Systems DataGate software – an 
IP data routing and mapping application. If choosing the ‘Enabled’ setting, the user will need to 
enter the:  

 IMEI number for the phone in the ‘Phone IMEI’ field 
 Server address (URL) of the DataGate application in the ‘Server Address/URL’ field 
 Server TCP port in the ‘Server TCP Port’ field 
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3.4.3 SMS	Setting	

Selecting the field labeled, ‘Disabled’, will change this to ‘Enabled’ and allow the user to send 
the AID emergency alert to SMS text recipients through Twilio. If choosing the ‘Enabled’ 
setting, the user can enter the: 

 User name that will be sent with the emergency alert. The ‘Username’ field may contain 
any useful information about the user including their name, badge number, allergies, 
blood type, etc. (note that adding too much data may cause the AID emergency alert to 
exceed the 160 character text message limit.) 

 Add the desired recipients’ phone numbers to the ‘SMS Recipients List’. In the SMS 
Recipients List, add a number by selecting the ‘+’ symbol in the upper right and/or select 
‘Import’ to import numbers from the iPhone contact list. Delete a number by swiping it 
to the left and choosing the ‘Delete’ button. When finished, select the ‘Settings’ option 
to return to the Settings screen. 

 
Figure 6 SMS Recipients List 
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3.4.4 AID	Sensor	Status 

From ‘Settings’, select ‘AID Devices’ to view the connection status (main AID screen).  Note 
the connection and sensor section status (Upper/Lower) and battery level(s). Note: Battery level 
is not accurate if the AID module USB connection is plugged into a charging device. 

 

Figure 7 AID Status-Injured 

If a piercing event occurs (break in continuity) in the AID sensor, an ‘Injured’ status will be 
displayed and the device will automatically send the data and/or text messages accordingly 
(depending on the settings).  

An example of the text message sent from AID is pictured below. Note that the automated 
message includes a Google Map link with the location of the user. 

 

Figure 8 AID Text Message Sent 


